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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the nested context model, a conceptual framework for the definition,
presentation and browsing of documents. The model carefully combines hypertext links
with the concept of context nodes, used to group together sets of nodes. Context nodes
can be nested to any depth and, thus, generalize the classical hierarchical organization of
documents. The nested context model also defines an abstract and flexible application
program interface that captures the idea that different applications may observe the same
node in different ways. Finally, the model offers a rich set of operations to explore the
double structure of a hyperdocument - that defined by the links and that induced by the
nesting of context nodes.

1. INTRODUCTION

We describe in this paper a conceptual framework, called the nested context model, for the
definition, presentation and browsing of documents. The definition submodel introduces
the basic concepts used to structure documents, which are that of node and link, as in the
familiar hypertext systems [4,8]. The model carefully combines hypertext links with a
special type of node, called context nodes, used to group together sets of nodes, including
context nodes. Context nodes can be nested to any depth and, thus, generalize the classical
hierarchical organization of documents [4].

The presentation and navigation submodels define an abstract and flexible application
program interface. The presentation submodel introduces the concept of the presentation
of a document node, that in some sense captures the idea that different applications may
observe the same node in different ways. It also defines the concept of state, that roughly
corresponds to a model for a set of partially retrieved documents.

Finally, the navigation submodel, as the name implies, defines the navigation primitives
and the higher-order navigation operations. It offers a rich set of operations to explore the
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double structure of a hyperdocument - that defined by the links and that induced by the
nesting of context nodes.

The concept of context node generalizes the homonym concept introduced in the Neptune
system [5], which was in turn based on some ideas from PIE [7]. However, contexts in
Neptune cannot be nested. It also generalizes Intermedia’s webs [11] and Notecards
fileboxes [9]. Indeed, it is quite easy to implement these concepts using the context nodes
we propose here. Moreover, context nodes have their own semantics defined within the
model (in the same line as [6]).

This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 to 4 respectively introduce the definition,
presentation and navigation submodels. Finally, section 5 contains the conclusions.

2. THE DEFINITION SUBMODEL

The definition of hyperdocuments in the nested concept model is based on two familiar
concepts, node and links. Nodes are fragments of information and links interconnect nodes
intQ networks of related nodes.

The model goes further and distinguishes two basic classes of nodes, called terminal and
context nodes, the latter being the central concept of the model. Intuitively, a terminal
node contains data whose internal structure, if any, is application dependent and will not
be part of the model. The class of terminal nodes maybe specialized into other classes
(text, voice, image, etc.) as required by the applications. The class of the node determines

1
its attributes , that contain user-defined information or implementation dependent
information. Independently of the class, every node N must have an attribute contents,
that describes the data associated with the node, and an attribute Id that assigns a unique
node identifier to the node. The values of these attributes will be referred to simply as the
contents and the id of the node.

A context node groups together sets of terminal or context nodes, recursively. The
concept of context node therefore permits organizing, hierarchically or not, sets of nodes
and offers a mechanism to define different views of the same document, tuned to different
applications or classes of users.

The reader is referred to section 4.1 for examples of the concepts introduced by the
following definitions.

More precisely, if N is a context node, then its contents must define a pair (N,L), where
N is a set of nodes and L is a set of links (see below for this concept) whose end nodes
belong to N. We say that N contains a node M iff M is in N and that N contains a link 1
iff 1 is in L. It should be clear that a node M may be contained by more than one context
node, but every change to any of the attribute values of M will become visible through
all context nodes that contain M. However, a link is internal to a context node, that is,
links are not shared by context nodes. We also say that N recursively contains a node M
iff N contains M or N contains a context node that recursively contains M.

A context node defines a hyperalwument in our model and a hyperbase is a set of nodes H
such that, for any context node N in H, if N contains a node M, then M is in H. The
hyperbase is consistent iff no two nodes have the same id. The process of adding a
hyperdocument to a hyperbase H then consists of adding a context node H to H and,
recursively, adding to H all nodes recursively contained in H that are not already present
in H.

lAttribute and operation names will be overloaded, that is, two classes may have the

same attribute name or operation name.
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A link basically connects two nodes. But, since the contents of a node has an internal
structure, that may be quite complex, a link also indicates, for each end node, a region
where the link is “anchored. For example, for a text node, the region can simply be a
string of characters within the text, for a 2-D image node, it can be a rectangle determined
by two pairs of coordinates.

More precisely, an anchor is a pair A=(NJ) such that N is a node ands is eithec

- the null offset Nul~ or

- a displacement within the contents of N, if N is a terminal node, where the exact notion
of displacement depends on the class of M, or

- an anchor (M,r) such that N contains M, if N is a context node.

We call s the offset and N the base of A. We also say that a node M is present in an
anchor (NJ) iff M=N or N is a context node and M is present ins.

A link is a pair (SD) of anchors, where S is the source anchor and D is the destination
anchor of the link. The end nodes of a link are the bases of its anchors. Thus, by defining
anchors recursively, an application may possibly traverse a link in various stages, each
one covering the next node in the offset anchor, until reaching a terminal node or a null
offset.

As previously mentioned, a link belongs to the context node that contains its end nodes.
For example, let A be a context node that contains another context node B that in turn
contains two nodes, C and D. A link connecting C and D may, in principle, be defined in
B as ((CJlull),(DJVull)) since B contains its end nodes, C and D. This means that any
other context node A‘ that also contains B will also implicitly contain the link. If one
wants this situation, he must redefine the link in A as ((B,(CJVUU)),(B,(DJVU1l))).

The nested context model allows different context nodes to contain the same node and
context nodes to be nested to any depth. Thus, we need a way of identifying through
which sequence of nested context nodes a given node is being observed and which links
actually touch the node from that nesting. This is captured by the notion of perspective of
a node and the notion of links visible by a node from a perspective.

A perspective for a node N is a sequence P=(N1 ,...~m), with m>=l, such that NI=N and

Ni is contained in Ni+l, for i in [1 ,nz]. Since N is implicitly given by P, we will refer to

P simply as a perspective. We say that a node M is present in P=(N1 ,...~m) iff M=Ni,

for some i in [l,tn].

Finally, we say that a link 1 is visible by N from a perspective P for N iff there is a
context node M such that M is present in P, M contains 1 and N is present in one of the
anchors of 1. We denote the set of links visible by N from P by V(P).

3. THE PRESENTATION SUBMODEL

We discuss in this section how to present a hyperdocument, which is based on the notion
of representation of a node and the notion of state, covered in two separated subsections.

3.1 THE NOTION OF REPRESENTATION

The representation of a node N reflects the values of the attributes N according to the
needs of a given application. For example, a voice node may have its contents edited
using a waveform representation or may have its contents output through an audio
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interface using a second representation. The act of navigation is then the way the
application traverses the nodes of a hyperdocument, creating new representations that
permit exhibiting or manipulating in any other way the attribute values of these nodes.

A representation class RC for a node class NC in general defines the attributes of the
representations in RC and the operations allowed on these representations. The minimal
requirements the core model imposes on RC are the following. First, RC must have an
operation Conv that maps NC into RC and an attribute Id, such that for any node N in
NC, if R= Conv(N) then Id(R) =Id(N). Second, R must have a second attribute, Rid, that
acts as the internal identifier of the representations. Finally, if NC is a class of terminal
nodes, RC must have an operation, ConvDispl, that converts displacements that may
occur in links. This is necessary because the value of displacements depend on NC. The
inverses of Conv and ConvDispl are not required in this paper since we will not consider
updates on representations.

The core model does, however, include a canonical representation class CC for context
nodes that defines two attributes, NodeSet and LinkSet, in addition to Id and Rid. For
class CC, the mapping Conv is such that, for any context node N, Conv(N)=R iff

- Zd(R) = Id(N)

- NodeSet(R) = (Id(A4) / N contains M)

- LinkSet(R) = {((i l,(...(ip,)),.)), fil ,(...dq,e))).))) / N contains a link

((M1,(...(Mp,d) ),(Nl,(Nl ,(...(Nq,e))..)) such that ik=ld(M~, for each k in [l,p], and

jk=Zd(N~, for ~ch k in [Lql 1

Thus, NodeSet(R) and LinkSet(R) represent the set of nodes and links contained in N
simply by replacing nodes by their ids. The definition of LinkSet must be revised when
more than one representation for each perspective of a node is allowed (see [31).

The model permits defining default representation classes for the nodes in various ways:

- a node may directly indicate an associated default representation class;

- a link may have a default representation class for each node present in its anchors;

- a context node may define a default representation class for the nodes it contains;

- finally, a node class must be associated with a default representation class.

When the application selects a node, it may specify which representation class to use. If
the application does not specify any representation class, the navigation operations first
try to use that specified with the node, if any, and then the default representation class
associated with the node class. The other forms of indicating default representation classes
exist just to offer a basic selection from which the application may choose from. This is
further discussed in section 4.2.

3.2 THE NOTION OF STATE

The navigation primitives produce a set of representations with a certain structure that we
capture with the help of the notions of state and consistent state. The definitions that
follow are relative to a given hyperbase H.
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A state is a pair s=(G,P) where G is an acyclic digraph whose nodes are representations
and P is a path from a node to a sink in G. We say that P is the current perspective ofs
and that the first element of P is the current representation ofs.

If (R,S) is an edge of G, we say that S is a parent of R and that R is a child of S. A node
S dominates a node R in G iff there is a path from R to S in G. By carefully indicating
when the context is that of a graph or that of a hyperdocument, the double use of the term
“node” should cause no confusion.

A state s=(G,P) is consistent iff

Cl. no two representations which are nodes of G have the same internal id

C2. for every edge (R,S) in G, S must be a representation of a context node that contains
the node that R mpresent.s;

C3. for every pair of edges (R,S) and (R’,S’) in G, if S=S’ then R and R’ must not be
representations of the same node.

Let s=(G,P) be a consistent state in what follows. Condition C2 implies that each path
from a representation RI in G of a node N] to a representation Rm in G of a node Nm

induces a perspective of Nl ending on Nm. Indeed, let (Rl ,... Xm) be a path from Rl to

Rm in G and define PI=(N1 ,...~m), where Nj is the node that Rj represents, for j in

[l,m]. By C2, Nj is contained in Nj+l, for j in [l,tn- 1]. Hence, PI is a perspective of

X1
Iv

1“

Condition C3, together with the fact that the collection of nodes contained in a context
node is in fact a set, in turn implies that, once a representation R in G of a context node
Nm is chosen, any perspective PI=(NI ,...flm) of a node N] ending on Nm is associated

with at most one representation in G. This is easily proved by induction on m using C2
and C3. This property is justified since it simplifies the handling of links as the
navigation operations construct new representations.

Finally, let s=(G,P) be a consistent state, and R and S be representations in G. Suppose

that R represents a node N. We say that 1 is in LinkSet(S) is visible by R ins iff there is
a path from R to S in G and Id(N) occurs in one of the anchors of 1. Suppose that the
current perspective is P=(RI ,... Xm). The set of links currently visible ins (or the set of

links visible by the current representation RI) is the set of links 1 in Z,inkSet(Ri) visible

by R, ins, with i is in (l,ml. This set corresponds to the links visible by Nl, ‘the node

RI represents, from the perspective induced by P.

4. THE NAVIGATION SUBMODEL

The non-linear structure of hyperdocuments requires facilities to traverse the links, descent
through the context nodes, or explore the structure in some other form. We then address
in this section the navigation submodel, beginning with an informal example in section
4.1. Then, we define in section 4.2 the navigation primitives and discuss in section 4.3
more complex navigation operations.

4.1 AN EXAMPLE OF NAVIGATION

Consider a hyperbase H= {A@,CJlJ3), where A and B are context nodes and C, D and E
are terminal nodes. Node A contains B and C and a link f=((B,(D ,d)),(C,c)). Node B
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contains D and E and a link g=((DJJdl),(E,e)). Hence, d, c and e are displacements within
D, C and E, respectively. The following sequence of operations is a valid navigation over
H:

1. selection of A from the hyperbase H and creation of a representation Ra for A;

2. selection of B from the set of nodes contained in A and creation of a representation Rb

for B;

3. selection of D from the set of nodes contained in B and creation of a representation Rd

for D;

4. traversal of the link ~ from D to C, since f is visible from Rd, and creation of

representation Rc for C,

5. reversed traversal of the link f to B, using the representation Rb already createt

6. traversal of the offset of the link f to D, using the representation Rd already created;

7. traversal of the link g from D to E, since g is visible from Rd and creation of

representation Re for E.

4.2 NAVIGATION PRIMITIVES

All navigation t?rimitives imBlicitlv receive a state as irmut and, in some cases. Broduce

a

a

a. .
state as output, also implicitly; when they fail, they return FALSE, otherwise they return

. .

TRUE. A b~ef descrip~ion of the primit.i~es follows:

AddRepr(NODEJIEPRCLASS)->BOOL

This requires indicating the node (NODE) to be represented, and, optionally, the
representation class (REPRCLASS) of R. If the class is not specified, it is taken as the
default class associated with the node or with the node class, with this priority.

The current representation P is the parent of the new representation R. The new current

perspective is the old one with R concatenated to the front. If P is not a representation of
a context node that contains NODE, or if P already contains a child which is a
representation of NODE, the operation fails because it will create an inconsistent state.

CreateRepr(NODE@PRCLASS)->BOOL

Creates a new state exactly as AddRepr, except that the new representation R is not
connected to any other representation and the new current perspective becomes the
sequence (J?). The operation always succeeds.

This operation exists to create a new representation for the first node of a hyperdccument
brought into memory.

ComectRepr(REPR)->BOOL

Creates a new state by adding the arc (REPR,C) to the current graph, where C is the
current perspective. The new current perspective is the old one with REPR concatenated
to the front. If C is not a representation of a context node that contains the node N that
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REPR represents, or if C already contains a child which is a representation of N, the
operation fails.

De/eteRep@EPR)->BOOL

Creates a new state by deleting the representation (REPR). If REPR is connected to any
other representation or occurs in the curnmt perspective, the operation fails.

Di,sconnectRepr(REPR)->BOOL

Creates a new state by deleting the arc (REPR,C), where C is the current perspective. If
no such arc exists, the operation fails.

MoveUp(REPR)->BOOL

Creates a new state that maintains the same representations as the current state, but whose
current perspective is the old one with the prefix up to, but excluding REPR, dropped.
That is, REPR becomes the current representation. If REPR does not occur in the current
perspective, the operation fails.

Movef.lpOne->BOOL

Creates a new state that maintains the same representations as the current state, but whose
current perspective is the old one with the first element deleted. If the current
representation has just one element, the operation fails.

MoveToChi/d~ODE)->BWL

Creates a new state that maintains the same representations as the current state, but whose
current perspective is the old one with R concatenated to the front, where R is the (only
one) representation of NODE that is a child of the current representation. If R does not
exist, the operation fails.

ObtainVisibleLinks->MARKEDVISIBLELINKSSET

Returns all pairs (S,1) such that 1 is in LinkSet(S) is currently visible, that is, visible by
the current representation.

SavePerspective->RIDLIST

Returns the sequence RIDLIST of internal ids of the representations that form the current
perspective.

ChungePer.spective(RIDLIST)->BOOL

Creates a new state that maintains the same representations as the current state, but whose
current perspective is the sequence of representations whose internal ids form the sequence
RIDLIST.

4.3 HIGHER-LEVEL NAVIGATION MECHANISMS

The primitives describes in section 4.1 permit the definition of several higher-level
navigation mechanisms. We exemplify in this section two mechanisms that are intrinsic
to our model.
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Ascending and Descending Navigation

The nested structure of context nodes permits two forms of navigation, that we call
descending and ascending.

Ascending navigation consists of moving from a representation C of a node to a
representation of the node that contains it, within the current perspective. Assuming that

C is always the current representation, this can be achieved simply of executing
MoveOneUp.

Descending navigation is to move from a representation C of a context node M to a
representation of a node N that M contains. The operation described below assumes that C
is always the current representation.

The first step of descending navigation is to obtain the set S of nodes contained in the
context node represented by C. This is performed by calling an operation of the class to
which C belongs, as discussed in section 3. After selecting a node N from S, there are
three alternatives. The first alternative is to create new representation R for N, whose
parent is C, by calling AddRepr(N,o, where f specifies a representation class for N, or is
a null value. Then R becomes the current representation. The class f may be chosen
among the default representation associated with N, in particular that defined in the
context node that C represents. The second alternative is to set the current representation
of the state to be the representation for N that is a child of C, if one exists. This requires
executing the primitive Move To Child(N). The third alternative is to set one of the
existing representations R of N as a child of C. This is achieved by executing
ConnectRepr(R), after selecting R, via some query mechanism, from the representations
in the current state.

Link Traversai

Link traversal is the most typical navigation in hypertext systems and requires no
prelimintuy comments. Using the navigation primitives, link traversal is performed as
follows.

The first step is to obtain the set of links visible by the current representation C by
invoking the primitive ObtainVisibleLinks. Recall that this operation actually returns

pairs (Ffl such that~is in LinkSe[(F), F is a context node in the current perspective and
the id of the node C represents occurs in one of the anchors off. The next step is to select
one such pair (MJ) and obtain the destination anchor, (N,s) of 1. By definition of link, N
must be contained in the node M represents. Once this is completed, M is set as the
current representation by calling Move Up(M). The final step, to define a representation
for N, is exactly as that described for descending navigation. If N is a terminal node, the

displacement s is adjusted to the representation chosen by calling ConvDispl at this
point.

We conclude by observing that these two operations just illustrate how to use the
navigation primitives and by no means exhaust the list of navigation mechanisms.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We described in this paper the nested context model, which introduces a framework for the
definition, presentation and browsing of hyperdocuments. The model features context
nodes, that help overcome the disorientation problem in hypertext systems by introducing
a structuring facility for hyperdocuments which is orthogonal to links. In another
direction, the notions of repnmmtation and state offered an abstraction for the presentation
of hyperdocuments to an application. Finally, the navigation primitives capture the
essential actions for the gradual reading and browsing of hyperdocuments.
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We are currently working on an extension of the model to cover node versions and other
necessary facilities [3], and on a prototype implementation of a hypermedia system that
supports the nested context model.
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